
Schindler SafeCall benefits

Schindler SafeCall Emergency Phone Line
More ease. Less hassle for GCs.

As a general contractor or developer, the last thing you 
need to worry about on your new construction project 
is any schedule delays affiliated with the emergency 
telephone line inside your new elevator. Let Schindler 
establish and maintain the code-required elevator phone 
line and the headache associated with elevator phone line 
inspections. 

Cost savings 

Potential cost savings when 
switching from analogue to 
wireless phone service.

Less schedule risk 

Help reduce schedule 
delays associated with 
coordinating with 
telecommunications  
providers for the code-
required emergency 
elevator phone line.

With Schindler SafeCall you enjoy full compliance 
with local regulations, reduced risk for re-inspection/
re-mobilization due to a failed phone line inspection, and 
potential cost savings. What’s more, if your project desires 
or requires two way communications with Schindler’s 
Visual Communication System, then Schindler SafeCall is 
included, satisfying all your emergency communication 
needs.

Compliance
 
Full compliance with 
local regulations ensuring 
regular phone line tests, 
self-checks, emergency 
electrical power supply.

Responsiveness

Closed-loop technology 
that informs technicians 
automatically, helping 
ensure fast entrapment 
release.

Inspections

Reduced risk for 
re-inspection/ 
re-mobilization due to a 
failed phone line inspection.

Easy installation 

Easily installed during 
new Schindler elevator 
construction. Also available 
on non-Schindler 
equipment.*

We Elevate

*Please see your local Schindler Sales Representative for more information. Schindler SafeCall is not available in all 
locations and is contingent upon code approval by the local Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ).

General contractors and developers can rest assured with the Schindler 
SafeCall wireless emergency phone line. With Schindler SafeCall, you can 
enjoy reduced risk for schedule delays due to elevator phone lines and 
alleviate the worry of failed elevator inspections due to phone line 
non-compliance.



Schindler has received renewal to ISO 9001 and  
ISO 14001 certificates.

© Schindler Elevator Corporation
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We Elevate

Schindler – We Elevate

For more information, including the location of 
the Schindler office nearest you, please visit:

U.S. Headquarters. Morristown, New Jersey
Tel. 973.397.6500
www.schindler.com


